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Aims of this talk

To give an overview of the history of written Japanese languages and to explain what role 

kanbun 漢文 had played for that.

More specifically...

This talk explains how classical written Chinese became a means to write Japanese (the 

key to that is kundoku 訓読, by which Chinese texts are read as Japanese). 

Furthermore, I will show that kanbun had contributed to the long-term usage of 

bungobun 文語文(written Japanese by the classical grammar) in the history of Japanese.
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

It began with the introduction of kanji 漢字 (Chinese characters), so writing in Japan was 

nothing else than writing Chinese at first. It is estimated that it dates back to the 5th

century.

Later, people began to use kanji for writing Japanese, by making use of two functions of 

kanji.

(1) Its phonographic 表音 function → Writing with man’yōgana 万葉仮名文

(2) Its morphographic 表語 function→ Kanbun style writing 漢文
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

(1) Its phonographic 表音 function → Writing with man’yōgana 万葉仮名文

e.g. 

皮(波)留久佐乃 皮斯米之刀斯（難波宮出土木簡, early in the 7c.?）

由吉能伊呂遠 有婆比弖佐家流 有米能波奈...（万葉集・巻5-850, 8c.）

→ Used almost exclusively in waka (和歌, Japanese verses).
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

(2) Its morphographic 表語 function→ Kanbun style writing 漢文

Writing Japanese by applying a kanji to a Japanese word (morpheme) 

e.g. neko (cat) →猫

konomu (to like)→好

This connection was made through kundoku 訓読, a system by which Chinese texts are 

read as Japanese.
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

(2) Its morphographic 表語 function→ Kanbun style writing 漢文

Kundoku 訓読 is a system by which Chinese texts are read as Japanese.

e.g.猫好鼠

1. Read each kanji with its Japanese equivalents: 猫(neko)/好(konomu)/鼠(nezumi).

2. Add some particles to make it sound more natural in Japanese: 

猫(neko-wa)/好(konomu)/鼠(nezumi-o).

3. Do some “rearrangement” of the order of kanji according to the Japanese syntax:

猫(neko-wa)1/好(konomu)3/鼠(nezumi-o)2.

→ neko-wa nezumi-o konomu.
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

(2) Its morphographic 表語 function→ Kanbun style writing 漢文

Kundoku 訓読 is a system by which Chinese texts are read as Japanese.

e.g.猫好鼠 → neko-wa nezumi-o konomu.

→ And if we can read kanji texts as Japanese like above, then, by reversing this process, 

we can also write Japanese by kanji like below;

3’. neko-wa nezumi-o konomu. 

2’. 猫鼠好.

1’. 猫好鼠. 
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→ It looks exactly like a Chinese text, but when we look at the process, 

we realize that in this case it is a Japanese sentence.

→ kanbun 漢文

(Writing Japanese in the form of Chinese)



How can Japanese be written in the Chinese form?
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

Two kinds of kanbun: 

(1) seikaku kanbun 正格漢文: written strictly within the norm of classical 

Chinese. Not distinguishable from Chinese texts superficially.

→ used for literary works, authorized books of history, etc.

(2) hentai kanbun 変体漢文: written with Japanese factors.

→ used for various documents in daily life (letters, diaries, etc.).
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

e.g. (hentai kanbun)  Inscription of the statue of Buddha sitting in thought 菩薩

半跏像銘 [606or666]

歳次丙寅年正月生十八日記高屋大夫為分韓婦夫人名阿麻古願南无頂礼作奏也

（歳次丙寅年正月生十八日に記す、高屋大夫、分かれにし韓婦夫人、名「阿麻古」

が為に願ひ南无頂礼して作り奏す[也]。）

（In the year of hei-in I carve this. I, Takaya no Taifu, have faith in Buddha and 

made this for my dead Korean wife, whose name was Amako.）
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

歳次丙寅年正月生十八日記高屋大夫為分韓婦夫人名阿麻古願南无頂礼作奏也

（歳次丙寅年正月生十八日に記す、高屋大夫、分かれにし韓婦夫人、名「阿麻古」

が為に願ひ南无頂礼して作り奏す[也]。）

（In the year of hei-in I carve this. I, Takaya no Taifu, have faith in Buddha and 

made this for my dead Korean wife, whose name was Amako.）

* A Japanese factor in this inscription is “奏”. The usage of this kanji does not 

seem to be Chinese one (i.e. “to report to noble people”), and this is thought to 

represent a Japanese honorific word (probably mawosu, but not sure).
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https://emuseum.nich.go.jp/detail?langId=ja&webView=&content_bas
e_id=100730&content_part_id=0&content_pict_id=0
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (1)

It began with the introduction of kanji 漢字 (Chinese characters), so writing in 

Japan was nothing else than writing Chinese at first. It is estimated that it dates 

back to the 5th century.

Later, people began to use kanji for writing Japanese, by making use of two 

functions of kanji.

(1) Its phonographic 表音 function → Writing with man’yōgana 万葉仮名文

(2) Its morphographic 表語 function → Kanbun style writing 漢文

→ Developed by the Nara period (8th century).
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (2)

The next step came in the former half of the Heian period; in the 9th century, 

kana 仮名 (Japanese phonograms) were invented, and Japanese proses, as well 

as verses, came to be written phonographically.

These writings are thought to have been based on the grammar of the spoken 

Japanese of this period.
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (2)
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藤原定家 書写『土佐日記』
Tosa Nikki copied by Fujiwara no Sadaie

https://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/1191108/50
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (2)

The next step came in the former half of the Heian period; in the 10th century, 

kana 仮名 (Japanese phonograms) was invented, and Japanese proses, as well 

as verses, came to be written phonographically.

These writings are thought to have been based on the grammar of the spoken 

Japanese of this period.

As time descended spoken Japanese gradually changed, while the grammar of 

written Japanese did not change much. This caused a gap between the spoken 

and written Japanese languages.
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (2)

右馬之丞：なう喜一 序でにその

清盛の事をも聞きたいよ．

喜一：こなたさえ草臥れさしぇ

られずわ，私わ何ぼーなりと

も語りまらしょー．

右馬之丞：いいや，この様な事

をば身共等わ七日七夜聞いて

も飽かぬぞよ．

喜一：それならば語りまら

しょー．

20https://dglb01.ninjal.ac.jp/BL_amakusa/show.php?&chapter=2&page=5&size=50&part=1 ※10コマ目

Amakusa Ediition of Heike Monogatari 天草版平家物語 (printed in 1592-93）
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (2)

いづれの御時にか：此発端の詞 甚深にしてあまたの理をふくめり、先作意をあら

はさずして聞伝へたる事を書おきたるやうにみせたり、其始末なほ末々の巻に見え

たり（略）

いとやむごとなききはにはあらぬが：無二止事一也位、高くすぐれたる人の事はさ

しおかれぬ物なれば、やんごとなしと云ほめたる詞也、やんと読べし

（Mingō Nisso 岷江入楚, 1598）
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (2)

The next step came in the former half of the Heian period; in the 10th century, kana 仮名

(Japanese phonograms) was invented, and Japanese proses, as well as verses, came to be 

written phonographically.

These writings are thought to have been based on the grammar of the spoken Japanese 

of this period.

As time descended spoken Japanese gradually changed, while the grammar of written 

Japanese did not change much. This caused a gap between the spoken and written 

Japanese languages.

→Written Japanese with the different grammar from the spoken one is called bungobun

文語文. Its grammar is based on the grammar of Heian spoken Japanese which was 

standardized for the  written language.
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (2)

[notice] Even after the spread of kana, kanbun was still used for writing Japanese. 

Especially hentai kanbun kept being the most ordinary style for daily documents like 

diaries, business letters, and private letters.

e.g. the first article of Goseibai Shikimoku 御成敗式目 (the legal code of Kamakura 

shogunate, 1232)

一、可修理神社専祭祀事：右神者依人之敬増威、人者依神之徳添運、然則恒之祭祀

不致陵夷、如在之礼奠莫令怠慢、…

一、神社を修理し、祭祀を専らにすべき事：右、神は人の敬ひによつて威を増し、人は神の徳によ

つて運を添ふ。然れば則ち恒例の祭祀は陵夷を致さず、如在の礼奠は怠慢せしむるなかれ。…
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An overview of the history of written Japanese (3)

This non-consonance lasted until 20th century.

The genbun itchi movement 言文一致運動, the movement for the unification of written 

Japanese and spoken one, arose around the Meiji era (1868-1912). Its progress was 

different depending on the kinds of writings (in literary works like novels it was 

accomplished relatively early), but generally speaking, this movement found its end after 

World War II. The renewal of constitutions in 1946 is so symbolic.

e.g. Old Constitution “大日本帝国憲法” (1890) → New Constitution “日本国憲法”

(1946)

(Old) 皇位ハ皇室典範ノ定ムル所ニ依リ皇男子孫之ヲ継承ス (Chapter 1-2)

(New) 皇位は、… 皇室典範の定めるところにより、これを継承する。(Chapter 1-2)
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An overview of the history of written Japanese

Summary of this chapter

・Writing Japanese language started with two ways: man’yōgana (in which phonographic 

function of kanji is used) and kanbun (in which morphographic function of kanji is 

used). And what was broadly used was the latter.

・Even after the invention and spread of kana, kanbun did not get out of use; especially 

hentai kanbun kept being the most ordinary style for daily documents.

・While the spoken Japanese was gradually changing, in the written Japanese the 

grammar of the Heian period kept being used (bungobun).

・Bungobun kept being used until the mid-20th century.
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Why bungobun had remained in use until the 20th century

It is seemingly reasonable to attribute this to the fact that in this period (the Heian 

period) many "classical" literary works were produced.

e.g. Kokin Wakashu 古今和歌集 in waka

Genji Monogatari 源氏物語 in monogatari (stories, novels)

Makura no Soshi 枕草子 in zuihitsu (essays, anecdotes)

However, it also seems that writers of daily documents, not literary works, had no reason 

to write obeying these ‘classics’.

But actually, these documents were also written in bungobun.
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Why bungobun had remained in use until the 20th century

Paying attention to these daily documents, we notice that

(1) most of them had been written in kanbun (hentai kanbun) historically.

Besides,

(2) the grammar of kundoku, in other words the correspondence between kanji and 

Japanese words (e.g. 人-ヒト), which used to be flexible, got fixed in the Heian period 

and even lasts until now. 

e.g.有朋自遠方来、不亦楽乎（The Analects of Confucius 論語・学而）

→ 朋(とも)遠方自(よ)り来(き)たる有(あ)り、亦(また)楽(たの)しから不(ず)乎(や)

28



Why bungobun had remained in use until the 20th century

Paying attention to these daily documents, we notice that

(1) most of them had been written in kanbun (hentai kanbun) historically.

Besides,

(2) the grammar of kundoku, in other words the correspondence between kanji and 

Japanese words (e.g. 人-ヒト), which used to be flexible, got fixed in the Heian period 

and even lasts until now. 

→ Taking these into consideration, it is likely that the fact that kanbun was kept being 

used in daily documents led to the continued use of bungobun, rather than the influence 

of literary classics.
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How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

Why kanbun could be daily use; how could people of the lower literacy class write 

kanbun?  

→ As stated in the chapter ①, kanbun is a way of writing the Japanese language in the 

form of Chinese (or something similar), so it seems so natural to think that it required 

high literacy to use this style. 

But actually, kanbun was used by a very wide range of people, including people of the 

lower literacy class. 

To understand this, we have to pay attention to sōrōbun 候文.
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How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

Why kanbun could be daily use; how could people of the lower literacy class write 

kanbun?  

Sōrōbun, which is named after its so much frequent use of sōrō 候, an honorific verbal 

suffix, was the most basic style of written Japanese for business and private letters in the 

Kamakura period (13c.) and later.
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Sōrōbun 候文

e.g. Tsūkō tegata 通行手形 (a passport, in 1812)

一、今般此甚助与申者心願御座候ニ付

伊勢大神宮并ニ国々神社仏閣拝礼仕候間、及日暮ニ候ハヽ其御

村々之以御慈悲ヲ一宿御世話被下度、若病死等仕候ハヽ所之

以御作法ヲ死骸御仕舞可被下奉願候、

https://www.pref-lib.niigata.niigata.jp/?page_id=678 33
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How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

Why kanbun could be daily use; how could people of the lower literacy class write 

kanbun?  

Sōrōbun, which is named after its so much frequent use of sōrō 候, an honorific verbal 

suffix, was the most basic style of written Japanese for business and private letters in the 

Kamakura period (13c.) and later.

Sōrōbun is a kind of hentai kanbun but it had some “tricks” to make it much easier to 

write.

The most important trick is a frequent use of honorific verbal suffixes like mōsu 申, itasu

致 and sōrō 候. These suffixes are useful for writing bungobun easily. 34



How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

When a Japanese speaker of today tries to learn and write bungobun, one of the most 

difficult points is the conjugation 活用 (katsuyō) of verbs, adjectives etc.

And this was also the case for ancient people of the Muromachi period (15-16c.) and 

later, when spoken Japanese had changed much. 
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How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

e.g. sugiru (過ぎる, to pass) A: conjugation in bungobun B: conjugation in spoken Japanese

A: sugi(zu) sugi(te) sugu suguru(toki) sugure(ba) sugiyo

B: sugi(nai) sugi(te) sugiru sugiru(toki) sugire(ba) sugiro

Connection with auxiliary verbs

besi→ sugu-besi (ra)ru→ sugi-raru zu→ sugi-zu
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How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

When a Japanese speaker of today tries to learn and write bungobun, one of the most 

difficult points is the conjugation 活用 (katsuyō) of verbs, adjectives etc.

And this was also the case for ancient people of the Muromachi period (15-16c.) and 

later, when spoken Japanese had changed much. 

→ But there was a way to use bungobun without memorizing the different conjugation;  

just by inserting suffixes regularly, writers do not have to memorize the conjugation of 

each verb and they only have to memorize the conjugation of a few verbal suffixes.
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How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

Just by inserting an honorific verbal suffix, conjugation can be limited to just one form (in 

this case “sugi”) as below.

e.g. sugiru (過ぎる, to pass)

sugi(zu) sugi(te) sugu suguru(toki) sugure(ba) sugiyo

→ sugi-sorawa(zu)  sugi-sorai(te)   sugi-soro sugi-soro(toki)   sugi-sorae(ba)   sugi-sorae

Connection with auxiliary verbs

besi→ sugu-besi (ra)ru→ sugi-raru zu→ sugi-zu

→ besi→ sugi-soro-besi (ra)ru→ sugi-sorawa-ru zu→ sugi-sorawa-zu
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How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

e.g. 人集リ候処ニ而売買可致候。但交易ニ付我意我儘申者有之候ハヽ市日相当リ候組

市場より訴出可申候事。（Regulation for markets 市場定書写、year unknown）

（人(ひと)集(あつま)リ候(そうろう)処(ところ)ニ而(て)売買(うりかい)可2致1(いたすべく)候(そうろう)。但(ただ

し)交易(こうえき)ニ付(つき)我意(わがい)我儘(わがまま)申(もうす)者(もの)有2之1(これあり)候(そうら)ハバ市

日(いちび)相当(あいあた)リ候(そうろう)組市場(くみいちば)より訴出(うったえいで)可2申1(もうすべく)候(そ

うろう)事(こと)。

→ With a little help from these suffixes, the burden of the writers becomes much 

lighter, even though they still use bungobun.

39秋山高志・川村優 [eds.] 古文書に歴史を読む1 (柏書房, 1981) p.82



How kanbun could be daily use for writing Japanese

Of course, in these periods other kinds of bungobun (grammatically more complex than 

sōrōbun) were also written (used for stories, essays by scholars, etc.) and also sōrōbun

itself could be written with more complex grammar. 

But it is very likely that the literacy level to read and write higher-class bungobun could 

only be achieved by many people because sōrōbun played a crucial role as an 

elementary step for them.
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Summary

・Through the system of kundoku, Japanese came to be written in the form of Chinese. 

→ Kanbun

・Even after the invention and spread of kana in the Heian period, hentai kanbun kept being the 

most ordinary style for daily documents like diaries, business letters, and private letters.

・Although spoken Japanese generally changed as time descended, the grammar of written 

Japanese did not change much (bungobun). Bungobun kept being used until the mid-20th century.

・The usage of bungobun at such a long term is attributed to kanbun (in other words, the long-

term usage of kanbun resulted in the long-term usage of bungobun) because:

1. Hentai kanbun occupied a main part of daily writings, and the grammar of kundoku, the base system of 

kanbun, got fixed in the Heian period and has not changed. 

2. Sōrōbun, a kind of hentai kanbun, which was popular for daily writings like letters, provided some 

tricks to make it easier to write, and people of the lower literacy class could use sōrōbun thanks to 

these tricks. 42


